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1.

SCOPE

1.1

These regulations are applicable to all taught courses leading to an undergraduate or
postgraduate award of the University. Any exemptions from these regulations must be
approved by the Academic Board. Such exemption will normally only be granted by the
Academic Board in order to meet the requirements of external professional bodies.

1.2

These regulations will also be applicable to all taught courses delivered under a collaborative
arrangement with a partner institution, unless otherwise agreed at the point of validation and
approved by the Academic Board.

2.

INTRODUCTION

2.1

All awards, and consequently the courses that lead to them, will be assigned, at the point of
validation, to a Level of the Framework for Higher Education Qualifications in England, Wales
and Northern Ireland (QAA, August 2008) in accordance with the national system of levels and
awards stated in Table 1.

2.2

The Awards of the University that may be conferred under this scheme are as stated in Table 1
below:

Table 1: The national system of levels and awards as it applies to the University
Level
Level 7
(Postgraduate)

Award Type
Masters degrees

Postgraduate diplomas

Level 6
(Undergraduate)

UCA Award
MBA
MFA
MRes
MA
MSc
MArch
PG Dip

Postgraduate certificates

PG Cert (Creative
Arts Education)

Bachelors degrees

BA (Hons)
BSc (Hons)
BA
BSc

Graduate diplomas
Diplomas of Higher
Education
Level 4
Certificates of Higher
(Undergraduate) Education
* see paragraph 6.8 below for details of Exit Awards.
2.3

Grad Dip
DipHE
CertHE

Notes

Available as an Exit
Award only*
All other PG Certs
are available as Exit
Awards only*

Available as an Exit
Award only*
Available as an Exit
Award only*
Available as an Exit
Award only*
Available as an Exit
Award only*

In addition to the Awards listed in Table 1 above, the University also delivers International
Foundation in Art Design and Media (IFADM). This programme is comprised of level 3 credits
awarded within the scope of the University’s CCF, but does not sit within the Framework for
Higher Education (FHEQ). A certificate of completion and a transcript is awarded to students
upon successful completion of 120 level 3 credits. The programme is awarded on a pass / fail
basis only.
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2.4

To be eligible for an award a student must accumulate a specified amount of Credit, at
specified Levels, as detailed in Table 8 below. Students accumulate Credit by undertaking and
satisfactorily completing units. Units are the building blocks of Courses and Awards.

2.5

Each course is described in detail in the Programme Specification, which must be approved at
the point of validation. The Programme Specification describes the structure of the course and
the units of which the course is comprised, including details of any optional units. It also
describes the pathways that might be available, and the award title(s) to which the course can
lead.

2.6

Where a course can lead to multiple award titles, the Programme Specification shall state the
combination or balance of modules to be passed in order to meet the requirements for each
award title.

3.

FRAMEWORK STRUCTURE

3.1

Units & Credits

3.1.1

Each unit is described in detail in the Unit Descriptor, which must be approved at the point of
validation. Procedures for approving additional units or amending existing units are be
contained in the Quality Assurance Handbook. The Unit Descriptor describes the structure of
the unit, the amount and type of teaching and learning activity, the learning outcomes for that
unit, the assessment criteria for that unit, the ways in which the unit will be assessed, and the
relative weightings of the assessment activities.

3.1.2

Each unit will be assigned a Credit Level and a Credit Volume. Together these constitute the
Credit Value of that unit.

3.1.3

The Credit Level will reflect the depth of learning involved and the intellectual demand of the
unit, and will be assigned with reference to the Credit Level Descriptors prescribed by
Appendix B of the Higher Education Credit Framework for England: Guidance on Academic
Credit Arrangements in Higher Education in England (QAA, August 2008), see Table 2 below:

Table 2: Generic Credit Level Descriptors (source: HE credit framework for England 2008)
Level
Level 7

Level 6

Level 5

Level 4

Learning accredited at this level will reflect the ability to:
display mastery of a complex and specialised area of knowledge and skills,
employing advanced skills to conduct research, or advanced technical or
professional activity, accepting accountability for related decision making,
including use of supervision
critically review, consolidate and extend a systematic and coherent body of
knowledge, utilising specialised skills across an area of study; critically evaluate
concepts and evidence from a range of sources; transfer and apply diagnostic
and creative skills and exercise significant judgement in a range of situations;
and accept accountability for determining and achieving personal and/or group
outcomes.
generate ideas through the analysis of concepts at an abstract level with a
command of specialised skills and the formulation of responses to well-defined
and abstract problems; analyse and evaluate information; exercise significant
judgement across a broad range of functions; and accept responsibility for
determining and achieving personal and/or group outcomes.
develop a rigorous approach to the acquisition of a broad knowledge base;
employ a range of specialised skills; evaluate information, using it to plan and
develop investigative strategies and to determine solutions to a variety of
unpredictable problems; and operate in a range of varied and specific contexts,
taking responsibility for the nature and quality of outputs.
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In addition, those courses that contain Credit Level 3 units will reflect the depth of learning
described by the following descriptor 1:

Level 3

3.1.4

Knowledge descriptor (the holder…)
Has factual, procedural, conceptual and
theoretical knowledge and understanding of a
subject to complete tasks and address
problems.
Can interpret and evaluate relevant
information and ideas.
Is aware of the nature of the area of study.
Is aware of different perspectives or
approaches within the area of study.

Skills descriptor (the holder…)
Identify, select and use
appropriate cognitive and
practical skills, methods and
procedures to address problems.
Use appropriate investigation to
inform actions.
Review how effective methods
and actions have been.
Bring personal organisation and
effectiveness to the area of study.

The Credit Volume will reflect the amount of learning expected for the typical student to
achieve the learning outcomes of that unit. The Credit Volume is based on an estimate of
notional hours of learning, which includes formal classes and contact time, preparation time,
independent study, reading, revision, assessment, undertaking course work, and all other selfdirected learning. One credit represents 10 notional hours of learning. Credit Volume therefore
defines the unit size. The permitted sizes of units are as stated in Table 3 below:

Table 3: Permitted Unit Sizes
Unit Level
Levels 5 - 7
Levels 3 & 4

Permitted Unit Volume
10, 20, 30, 40, 60 credits
10, 20, 30, 40 credits

3.1.5

The standard unit sizes shall be units of 30 and 60 credits. Where a course wishes to introduce
units of other permitted sizes, a case must be made and agreed at the point of validation.

3.2

Course Structure: Levels, Years & Stages

3.2.1

Each course will have one or more Stages.

3.2.2

Where a course has two or more Stages, the end of each Stage represents a progression point,
and the student must satisfy the progression requirements (see Tables 7a and 7b below) in
order to progress to the next Stage.

3.2.3

Within each Stage students must take units of prescribed credit values, as defined by Table 4
below:

1

This was adapted from the OFQUAL National Qualifications Framework
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Table 4: Course structures – Stages & Prescribed Credit Values
Course

No. of Years
(standard
FT mode)
1

No. of
Stages

Stage

1

1

180 credits at Level 7

MA, MSc, MRes

1

1

1

180 credits at Level 7

MFA

2

1

1

240 credits at Level 7

MArch

2

2

1

60 credits at Level 6
60 credits at level 7

2

120 credits at level 7

MBA

Credit Value of Units to
be taken

PG Cert (Creative Education)
Grad Dip

1
1

1
1

1
1

60 credits at Level 7
120 credits at Level 6

BA (Hons), BSc (Hons)

3

3

1

120 credits at Level 4

2

120 credits at Level 5

3

120 credits at Level 6

0

120 credits at Level 3

1

120 credits at Level 4

2

120 credits at Level 5

3

120 credits at Level 6

1

120 credits at level 5/6
At least 100 credits at
Level 6

4

BA (Hons) top-up

4

1

1

3.2.4

For full-time students undertaking courses at Level 6 and below, each Stage will be coterminus with the academic year and a year of the course.

3.3

Course Structure: Scheduling & Delivery

3.3.1

Undergraduate, MArch & PG Cert in Creative Education

3.3.1.1 The delivery of a unit may start and finish at any time during the academic year and be of any
duration provided that it does not span across either stages or academic years and provided
that it is completed by the end of the final term of the academic year.
3.3.1.2 A unit may be delivered more than once in an academic year.
3.3.2

Postgraduate (excluding MArch, PG Cert in Creative Education)

3.3.2.1 With the exception of the courses identified above, units for courses leading to an award at
level 7 will start at the beginning of a semester and will finish at the end of a semester. A unit
may span semesters.
3.4

Course Structure: Student Choice

3.4.1

While units will normally be designed to belong to a named course, units may be common to
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two or more courses. Such courses will normally be within the same School, however it is
permitted for a unit to be common to two or more courses from different Schools, or even
Faculties.
3.4.2

The Programme Specification for each course shall list, by Stage, all units which are available
to students on that course, including both core units (units which must be taken by all students
on that course) and, where applicable, elective units (units which may be selected).

3.4.3

Where a course of two or more Stages allows students to select from named elective units,
students must normally make their selections for each Stage prior to the end of the preceding
Stage. Where elective units are available in Stage 1, students must normally make their
selections for that Stage before the end of the second week of the academic year. Under no
circumstances will a student be permitted to change their elective unit selection more than two
weeks after the start of the delivery of the unit in question.

3.5

Mode of Study

3.5.1

The Programme Specification will state whether a course is available in part-time (PT) and/or
full-time (FT) mode. Students must state their intended mode of study at the point of
application to the course.

3.5.2

With the exception of courses leading to awards at level 7, part-time students will normally
undertake units alongside full-time students.

3.5.3

Part-time students on courses leading to an undergraduate award may, subject to regulations
governing maximum periods of enrolment (see paragraphs 3.6.2 and 3.6.4 below), study at an
intensity of between 25% and 50% of the full-time mode. This equates to:
Number of credits taken
per academic year in FT
mode
120

Number of credits that
may be taken per
academic year in PT mode
30 to 60

3.5.4

With the exception of the MBA award, part-time students on courses leading to a postgraduate
award will, subject to regulations governing maximum periods of enrolment (see paragraphs
3.6.2 and 3.6.4 below), normally study at an intensity of 50% of the full-time mode. Part-time
PG Cert in Creative Education students will also study at an intensity of 50% of the full-time
mode, however in both full-time and part-time modes students will undertake all 60 credits
within one academic year.

3.5.5

Part-time MBA students will, subject to regulations governing maximum periods of enrolment
(see paragraphs 3.6.2 and 3.6.4 below), normally study at an intensity of 33.33% of the full-time
mode.

3.5.6

However, part-time students required to retake units with attendance (see paragraph 4.8
below) may be required to retake units totalling less than the minimum or specified intensity,
and this shall be permitted. Such students will normally not be permitted to register for units
totalling more than the specified intensity.

3.5.7

Full-time students required to retake units with attendance (see paragraph 4.8 below) may be
required to retake units totalling any credit volume, including less than the minimum and
greater than 50% intensity. This shall be permitted, and such students will still be regarded as
full-time students but deemed to be studying at a reduced load.
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3.5.8

A student on a course comprising one or more stages wishing to change mode of study may
only do so at the discretion of the Head of School, and where the course structure facilitates
such a change and enables the student to undertake a coherent programme of study – in such
cases the point of transfer shall be determined by the Head of School.

3.5.9

Part-time students on courses leading to an undergraduate award must, by way of choosing
the units they wish to undertake, decide their intensity of study (i.e. the total number of credits
to be undertaken that year) within two weeks of the start of the academic year.

3.6

Enrolment

3.6.1

Students are required to enrol on a named course of study and must re-enrol annually in
accordance with procedures laid down by the Registrar. An eligible student who fails to
complete their enrolment within one month of their expected enrolment date will be deemed to
have withdrawn from their course.

3.6.2

The maximum periods of enrolment for a course, including any periods of interruption, are as
stated in Table 5 below:

Table 5: Maximum periods of enrolment
Course

MBA
MFA
MA, MSc, MRes
MArch

Mode of
Study

Maximum Period of
Enrolment

FT
FT
PT
FT
PT
FT
PT

Standard
(Minimum) Period
of Enrolment
(notwithstanding
APEL & Credit
Transfer)
1 year
2 years
4 years
1 year
2 years
2 years
4 years

PT
FT
PT
FT
PT
FT
PT
FT

1 year
1 year
2 – 4 years
3 years
6 – 9 years
4 years
8 – 11years
1 year

3 years
3 years
4 years
5 years
9 years
6 years
11 years
3 years

3 years
4 years
6 years
3 years
4 years
4 years
6 years

PG Cert (Creative Education)
Grad Dip
BA (Hons), BSc (Hons)

(3 years FT)
BA (Hons)

(4 years FT)
BA (Hons) top-up
3.6.3

Where a student changes mode of study during their course, or transfers into the University in
accordance with APEL or Credit Transfer regulations, the maximum period of enrolment shall
be determined by the Registrar on a pro rata basis.

3.6.4

Where part-time study at the slowest permitted intensity (see paragraph 3.5.3 above) would
result in a student exhausting the maximum period of enrolment before completion of studies,
it will be the responsibility of the student to increase the intensity of study as appropriate to
ensure completion of studies prior to the maximum period of enrolment being exhausted.

3.6.5

An extension to the maximum period of enrolment may only be granted in exceptional
circumstances and at the discretion of the Registrar.
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3.6.6

Students who exhaust the relevant maximum period of enrolment without achieving the final
award will have their enrolment terminated. Such students may be eligible for an Exit Award
(see paragraph 6.7 below).

3.7

Interruptions

3.7.1

An interruption is an extended period of authorised absence from the course. It may be:
i.
required by the University on grounds relating to the student’s health and/or wellbeing, in accordance with the procedure described in the University’s Support for
Study Policy; or
ii.
granted by, and at the discretion of, the relevant Head of School at the request of a
student on grounds of the student’s personal circumstances.
Such personal circumstances may include illness on the part of the student, illness or
death on the part of a close relative of the student, financial difficulties, or other
circumstances which must be unforeseen, beyond the control of the student, and with
the potential to impact significantly, adversely, and for a substantial duration on the
student’s studies.

3.7.2

Students required to interrupt their studies on health grounds may be required to provide
evidence that they are fit to resume their studies before they rejoin the course.

3.7.3

An interruption is not to be confused with, or used as a substitute for, deferral of an assessment
due to mitigating circumstances (see paragraphs 4.2.3, 4.2.7 and 4.9).

3.7.4

Interruption will initially be approved for a period of no longer than one year and will normally
be approved for a period of not less than a term / semester. Students are entitled to apply for
further successive periods of interruption, with approval given by, and at the discretion of, the
Head of School on a year-by-year basis.

3.7.5

In addition to the regulations governing maximum periods of enrolment (see Table 5 above), no
student may interrupt their studies for a total of more than two years over the duration of their
course. A student who exhausts this maximum period of interruption and is unable or unwilling
to return to their studies will have their enrolment terminated. Such a student may be eligible
for an Exit Award (see paragraph 6.8 below).

3.7.6

Where a student commences a period of interruption in the middle of a unit and before
completing the assessment requirements for that unit, no credit will be awarded and the
student, upon their resumption of studies, will be required to rejoin at the start of the
uncompleted unit(s).

3.7.7

Upon return from interruption, an interrupting student will be permitted to undertake
reassessment as determined by the Board of Examiners concurrently with any uncompleted
units for that Stage.

3.7.8

During a period of interruption a student is not normally entitled to access any of the
University’s services or systems, including IT, library, workshop or social facilities, beyond such
access that is permitted to members of the public.

3.8

Student Attendance

3.8.1

Students of the University are required to take responsibility for their own learning, and as such
it is every student’s responsibility to ensure that they attend the learning activities provided by
the University. The University is responsible for reporting accurate information to HEFCE and
the SLC about students who are actively engaged in studying and their eligibility for financial
support. Accordingly, any student who is absent from their studies without authorisation for an
extended period may be deemed by the University to have withdrawn from their course.
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3.8.2

Where a student has not been in attendance for of at least two weeks (10 consecutive working
course days), the Campus Registrar will invite the student to an appointment to discuss the
attendance issue with the Course Leader. Where there is no response to this request, written
warning will be provided that unless the student meets with the Course Leader within a
designated time-frame they will be deemed to have withdrawn from the course (see Student
Absence Procedure Flow Chart at Appendix 2).

3.8.3

Following the termination of enrolment in accordance with Regulation 3.8.2 above the student
has right of appeal to the Head of School against the decision. The student must submit a
request for an appeal in writing to the Student Records & Systems Manager within 14 days of
the notification of removal. The written request must state the ground or grounds on which the
appeal is based, in accordance with paragraph 3.8.4 below.

3.8.4

The Head of School will allow an appeal to be heard only if s/he is satisfied that one or both of
the following grounds has been met:
i.
that new information is to hand which was not available for consideration at the time
the decision to remove was taken;
ii.
that there is evidence of significant and substantive administrative or procedural error
in the making of the decision to remove the student.

3.8.5

The Head of School will review the decision taking into account:
i.
the rationale for the original decision;
ii.
written representation from the student, including mitigating evidence where
appropriate to explain the unauthorised absence; and
iii.
written representation from the Course or Unit Leader to support or refute the appeal.

3.8.6

The Head of School, having considered all the evidence, shall reach a decision in respect of the
appeal to:
i.
Reject the appeal (in which case the decision to withdraw the Student stands); or
ii.
Uphold the appeal (in which case the decision to withdraw will be set aside and the
student will be reinstated or offered the opportunity to interrupt and return in the next
academic year).

3.8.7

The decision of the Head of School is final. The outcome, including the reasons for the
decision, shall be notified via a Completion of Procedures letter to the appellant within 5
working days of the hearing.

4.

ASSESSMENT

4.1

Assessment Structure

4.1.1

Each unit shall comprise one or more summative assessment components. These assessment
components will be clearly stated and detailed in the unit descriptor and may only be varied in
accordance with the procedures for unit modification. Where a unit has more than one
assessment component, the unit descriptor shall state the relative weighting of each
component.

4.1.2

Each assessment component will comprise one or more assessment tasks. Examples of
assessment tasks include: written examination, practical / skills examination, report, essay,
dissertation, written assignment, oral presentation, production of an artefact and project.
Where an assessment component comprises only one assessment task, that task will be coterminus with the component. A portfolio may be an assessment component comprising two or
more assessment tasks.
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4.1.3

Each assessment component will be awarded a mark in accordance with Table 6 below. The
unit result will be determined by the marks awarded to the assessment components (see
paragraph 4.2 below).

4.2

Marking

4.2.1

The unit pass mark is 40.

4.2.2

Each assessment component will be assessed against the assessment criteria as published in
the unit descriptor for that unit and awarded a mark between 0 and 100 in accordance with the
University’s published mark descriptors (Appendix 1).

Table 6: Assessment component mark scheme
Mark Range
40 – 100
0 – 39

Result
Pass
Fail

Note that where an assessment component comprises two or more assessment tasks the mark
shall be awarded to the assessment component rather than to the individual assessment tasks.
The assessment tasks will therefore be assessed holistically.
4.2.3

A mark of 0 is awarded, with a result of ‘Fail’ where the student has failed to present the
assessment component.

4.2.4

A mark of 0 is awarded, with a result of ‘Defer’, where the student, normally having failed to
present the assessment component, has been permitted, as a result of mitigating
circumstances, to present that assessment component at a later date. In such cases the student
will be deferred in that assessment component (see paragraph 4.2.7 below).

4.2.5

The contributing assessment components will be averaged according to the respective
weightings of each component (the ‘weighted average’) to determine the overall mark for the
unit. Where a student has achieved a weighted average of 40 or above for the unit, they will be
deemed to have passed that unit.

4.2.6

Where the weighted average of a unit is 39 or less, the student will fail the unit.

4.2.7

Where a student is deferred in one or more assessment components, but has not failed any
assessment components, the student will be deferred in the unit and will be awarded a mark of
0 for the unit pending completion and assessment of the deferred assessment component (see
paragraph 4.8 below).

4.2.8

Where a student passes a unit, the student will be awarded the volume of credit assigned to
that unit. The award of partial credit for a unit is not permitted.

4.2.9

All marks and results, both at assessment component level and unit level, are provisional until
considered and ratified by the appropriate Board of Examiners.

4.2.10 A unit that has been passed, and for which credit has been awarded, may not be repeated in
order to improve a mark or gain additional credit.
4.3

Rounding of Unit Marks

4.3.1

In calculating the overall unit mark, for the purposes of presentation on transcripts etc. marks
will be rounded to two decimal places, however for the purpose of calculation of degree
classification indicator scores (see paragraph 6 below) unit marks will not be rounded.
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4.4

Timing of Assessment & Boards of Examiners

4.4.1

Assessment, other than at Resit (see below), may take place at any time during the academic
year, provided that the assessment of all assessment components, including the submission of
marks, is completed by the end of the final term of the academic year (for undergraduate
awards) or by the end of the semester (for postgraduate awards).

4.4.2

The Main Board of Examiners shall consider first attempt and Retake results (see below).

4.4.3

All students will be presented to the Main Board of Examiners regardless of whether or not they
have completed a Stage.

4.4.4

Following the notification to students of the results from the Main Board of Examiners, there
shall be a Resit Period, during which time Resit tasks (see below) shall be undertaken,
presented and assessed. The assessment of all Resit tasks, including the submission of marks,
must be completed by the end of the Resit Period.

4.4.5

The Resit Board of Examiners shall consider Resit results from the Resit period.

4.4.6

Students will be required to ensure that they are available during the Resit period in case they
are required to undertake one or more Resits.

4.5

Failure

4.5.1

A student who fails a unit may, subject to the following conditions, be permitted a further
attempt at that unit:
i.
A student undertaking a course leading to a postgraduate award will be permitted a
maximum of two attempts at any unit.
ii.
A student undertaking a course leading to an undergraduate award will be permitted a
maximum of four attempts at any unit.
Where a student is permitted a further attempt, the student is deemed to be reassessed in that
unit.

4.5.2

Reassessment will take the form of either a Resit or a Retake (see paragraphs 4.6 and 4.7
below). A student may be offered a combination of both Resits and Retakes.

4.5.3

A student who is not permitted a further attempt at a unit (in accordance with 4.5.1 above) will
have their enrolment terminated and will be classified as an ‘Academic Fail’. Such a student
may be eligible for an Exit Award (see paragraph 6.8 below). A student classified as an
Academic Fail will not be permitted to re-enrol at the University unless with the express
permission of the Deputy Vice-Chancellor (academic).

4.5.4

All reassessment opportunities are subject to the regulations governing maximum periods of
enrolment.

4.6

Reassessment: Resit

4.6.1

Undergraduate & MArch

4.6.1.1 A Resit gives the student an opportunity to retrieve the failed assessment component(s) before
the start of the next academic year.
4.6.1.2 A Resit will be offered where a further attempt is permitted by these regulations, where all of
the following conditions are met:
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i.

where the reassessment can be undertaken and completed before the start of the next
academic year; and
ii.
where the student has failed no more than 50% of the credit for the Stage upon which
the student was registered during that academic year.
Where at least one of these conditions is not met, a Retake will be offered instead.
4.6.1.3 The maximum mark available for any unit reassessed by Resit will be 40.
4.6.1.4 A Resit for a failed assessment component will be offered following each time a student takes a
unit in its entirety and fails (i.e. following first attempt and any subsequent Retake), so long as
the student meets the criteria for resit listed in 4.6.1.2 above.
4.6.2

Postgraduate (excluding MArch)

4.6.2.1 A Resit gives the student an opportunity to retrieve the failed assessment components during
the Resit Period and shall normally be the only form of reassessment opportunity available to
postgraduate students.
4.6.2.2 A Resit will be offered, where a further attempt is permitted by these regulations, following
failure at the first attempt in that unit as confirmed by the Board of Examiners 2.
4.6.2.3 In the case of courses of more than one academic year in duration, a student may undertake a
Resit whilst also attending undertaking any units that are delivered concurrent with the Resit
period.
4.6.2.4 The maximum mark available for any unit reassessed by Resit will be 40.
4.6.3

All Students

4.6.3.1 At Resit, the student will be required to undertake appropriate work, the Resit task(s). The
nature of the Resit task(s) shall be determined by the Course Leader under the delegated
authority of the Board of Examiners, and may be either a re-submission / re-presentation of the
failed assessment component(s), or any alternative form of assessment at the discretion of the
Board, provided that it is equivalent, appropriate to the unit’s learning outcomes, consistent
with the unit’s validated assessment strategy and that the student undertakes at least one Resit
task for each failed assessment component. The Board must ensure that the student is notified
of the Resit task(s) by the start of the designated Resit Period.
4.6.3.2 The assessment of all Resit tasks must be completed before the end of the designated Resit
Period.
4.6.3.3 At Resit, each Resit task will be awarded a mark in accordance with the mark scheme stated at
Table 6 above. The marks achieved in any of that unit’s assessment components passed at the
preceding Main Board will stand.
4.6.3.4 At Resit, where a student achieves a pass (i.e. 40 or more) in the weighted average of the unit
(using the marks for any components passed previously and the Resit marks) the student will
pass the unit. In accordance with paragraph 4.6.1.3 and 4.6.2.4 above, the unit will be awarded
a mark of 40.
4.6.3.5 At Resit, where a student does not achieve a pass (i.e. 39 or less) in the weighted average of the
unit (using the marks for any components passed previously and the Resit marks) the student
will fail the unit. Where the mark awarded as a consequence of the Resit task is lower than that
awarded at the preceding Main Board, the earlier higher mark will stand.
In the case of Tier 4 visa students, any resit opportunity will be subject to continued sponsorship in accordance with UKVI
Regulations.

2
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4.6.3.6 At Resit, where a student is deferred in one or more of the Resit tasks, but does not fail any of
the Resit tasks, the student will be deferred in the unit and will be awarded a mark of 0 for the
unit pending completion and assessment of the deferred Resit task.
4.6.3.7 No tuition fees are payable for Resits, however the University reserves the right to levy an
administration charge. A materials charge may also be payable where deemed appropriate by
the Head of School.
4.7

Reassessment: Retake

4.7.1

Undergraduate & MArch

4.7.1.1

A Retake gives the student an opportunity to retrieve the failed unit(s) during the next
academic year and requires the student to repeat the unit in its entirety, with attendance,
including all assessment components that may have already been passed. The student will be
liable for the appropriate tuition fees.

4.7.1.2 A Retake will be offered, where a further attempt is permitted by these regulations, where any
of the following conditions are met:
i.
where the unit has been failed at Resit; or
ii.
where the unit has been deferred at the Resit Board following failure at the Main Board;
or
iii.
where the student has failed more than 50% of the credit for which the student was
registered that academic year.
A student will only be permitted a maximum of one Retake opportunity per unit.
4.7.1.3 At Retake, each assessment component will be awarded a mark in accordance with the mark
scheme stated at Table 6 above. Marks achieved in all assessment components previously
undertaken will not be carried forward.
4.7.1.4 At Retake, where a student achieves a pass mark (i.e. 40 or more) in the weighted average of
the unit the student will pass the unit. The unit will be awarded the weighted average mark.
4.7.1.5 At Retake, where a student does not achieve a pass mark (i.e. 39 or less) in the weighted
average of the unit the student will fail the unit. Where the mark awarded as a consequence of
the Retake is lower than that awarded at the preceding Main or Resit Board, the earlier higher
mark will stand. If the student meets the criteria listed in 4.6.1.2 above, the student may have a
further Resit opportunity.
4.7.1.6 At Retake, where a student is deferred in one or more of the assessment components, but does
not fail any of the assessment components, the student will be deferred in the unit and will be
awarded a mark of 0 for the unit pending completion and assessment of the deferred
assessment component.
4.7.2

Postgraduate (excluding MArch)

4.7.2.1 A Retake is not available to postgraduate students.
4.8

Deferred Assessment

4.8.1

A student may only be deferred in a unit as a result of mitigating circumstances and in
accordance with paragraphs 4.2.3 and 4.2.7 above.
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4.8.2

Where a student is deferred in a unit, it will not count as an attempt at that unit and the student
will have a right to be assessed as if for the first time (where the deferral was at the first
attempt) at the next available opportunity as defined below.

4.8.3

Undergraduate & MArch

4.8.3.1 Where the student is deferred at the Main Board of Examiners the student will normally be
permitted to undergo assessment during the Resit Period, which will normally comprise
submission or presentation of the outstanding assessment components. The marks achieved in
any assessment components previously passed will stand and will be carried forward.
4.8.3.2 Where the student is deferred at the Resit Board of Examiners the student will normally be
required to repeat the unit in its entirety the following academic year, with attendance,
including all assessment components that may have already been passed. In this case any
assessment components that may have already been passed will not stand and will not be
carried forward. Where the student has not previously failed this unit, the student will not be
liable for tuition fees, however where the student has previously failed this unit the student will
be liable for the appropriate tuition fees.
Exceptionally, where the student is deferred at the Resit Board but is deemed to be capable of
undergoing assessment before the start of the following academic year, an extension may be
granted and, Chair’s action may be taken to consider that student’s results in accordance with
the Mitigating Circumstances regulations.
4.8.4

Postgraduate (excluding MArch)

4.8.4.1 Where the student is deferred at the Main Board of Examiners the student will normally be
permitted to undergo assessment during the Resit Period, which will normally comprise
submission or presentation of the outstanding assessment components. The marks achieved in
any assessment components previously passed will stand and will be carried forward. The
results of any such deferred assessment shall be considered at the Resit Board of Examiners.
4.8.4.2 Where the student is deferred at the Resit Board of Examiners (or is awarded a Resit at the
Resit Board of Examiners following a deferral at the main Board of Examiners) the student will
normally be given a further opportunity to submit or present the outstanding assessment
components. The deadline shall be determined by the Board of Examiners, but the student shall
normally be given the same amount of time as is available to students during the Resit period.
The results of any such deferred assessment shall be considered at the next Main Board of
Examiners. The student will not be liable for tuition fees.
4.9

Discontinuation of Units

4.9.1

Where a student is required to repeat the unit in its entirety the following year (as a result of
being offered a Retake or having been deferred at the Resit Board) or following a period of
interruption, but that unit is no longer available, the student will be required to undertake an
alternative unit.

4.9.2

Where the unit to have been repeated would have been a second, third or fourth attempt, the
alternative unit being taken will be regarded as being taken at the second, third or fourth
attempt, as applicable, and recorded as such.

4.10

Self-Plagiarism

4.10.1

A student may not submit for assessment any artefact or piece of work which has previously
been assessed, whether following failure in the same unit, or for a different unit, except where
specifically required to resubmit that piece of work as a Resit task.
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5.

PROGRESSION

5.1

Undergraduate & MArch

5.1.1

Where a course comprises more than one Stage, the requirements for progression between
Stages of a course are as follows:

Table 7a: UG / MArch Progression Requirements
Award
BA/BSc
(Hons)
BA (Hons)

4 Yr FT
MArch

Progression From
Stage 1
Stage 2
Stage 0
Stage 1
Stage 2
Stage 1

Progression To
Stage 2
Stage 3
Stage 1
Stage 2
Stage 3
Stage 2

Requirements
120 Credits at Level 4
120 Credits at Level 5
120 Credits at Level 3
120 Credits at Level 4
120 Credits at Level 5
60 Credits at Level 6 and
60 Credits at Level 7

A student may be compensated for a marginal failure. Such compensation can be applied for a
single unit (up to a credit value of 30 credits) within each Stage at levels 3, 4 and 5. In these
circumstances the compensated unit will be considered to have been achieved on the basis of
the narrow margin of failure and the higher requirements for performance in the other units
within the Stage (see 5.2 below).
A student will not be permitted to enrol for the next Stage of study unless and until the
required number of credits have been achieved.
5.1.2

Assessment results will be considered by Boards of Examiners at the end of each academic
year, following the Main and Resit assessment periods. There shall be no progression points
other than these Boards of Examiners.

5.1.3

Full-time students will normally complete a Stage at the end of each Academic Year.

5.1.4

A full-time student who is offered a Retake in one or more units will be required to enrol for the
same Stage of the course and will be required to register for those Retake units only.

5.1.5

A part-time student who is not scheduled to complete a Stage at the end of the academic year
will still have their results considered by the Board of Examiners. Such a part-time student who
is offered a Retake in one or more units will be required to register for those Retake units and
may also register for additional units within that Stage, up to the maximum credit value
permitted for part-time study and up to the maximum credit value permitted for that Stage of
the course of study.

5.2

Postgraduate (excluding MArch)

5.2.1

Courses with only one Stage have no interim progression points. Provided that they have not
exhausted their permitted assessment attempts, all students will be permitted to progress to
the end of the course. It is expected that students will be advised of their indicative mark, and
will be provided with formative feedback, following each assessment in accordance with the
University ‘Assessment Feedback Policy’. Students will therefore be aware of their likely results
upon completion of each assessment and, in case of an indicative failure mark, will be expected
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to prepare for reassessment prior to the decision of the Board of Examiners. However, in
accordance with the provisions of paragraph 4.6.2 above, reassessment may not be formally
undertaken until the decision of the Board of Examiners is confirmed.
5.3

Compensation

5.3.1

A student with a marginal fail in a unit may be eligible for compensation in that unit on the basis
of performance overall in the Stage within which that unit sits. In order to be eligible for
compensation, the following criteria must be met:
i. the student must be undertaking a course leading to an undergraduate award;
ii. the student must not be undertaking the BA (Hons) Architecture;
iii. the failed unit must not be one excluded from compensation [as detailed in the
approved Programme Specification: Section A of the course].
iv. the failed unit must not have been subject to academic misconduct;
v. the failed unit must have a Credit Level of 3, 4 or 5;
vi. the failed unit must have a Credit Volume of 30 credits or less;
vii. an overall mark of at least 35 must have been achieved in the failed unit;
viii. all other units in that Stage must have been passed; and
the overall Stage mark (calculated using the actual mark for all Stage units including the failed
unit) must be at least 40Where all of the above criteria have been met, the overall performance
on the Stage will be deemed to have compensated the marginal failure in the failed unit and the
student will pass the unit. The unit will be awarded an overall mark of 40.

5.3.2

5.3.3

Compensation may only be applied at the end of a Stage.

5.3.4

Compensation may not usually be applied in respect of a deferred assessment component until
and unless the unit that contains the deferred component is failed, as in such cases the student
will be given an opportunity to complete that assessment component (see paragraph 4.8
above) and achieve a unit mark in excess of 40.

6.

AWARDS & CLASSIFICATIONS

6.1

Credit Value Requirements for Award

6.1.1

In order to be considered for an award a student must have achieved the minimum number of
credits at the required levels prescribed in Table 8 below, and must have met any additional
requirements detailed in the relevant programme specification.

6.1.2

The following table sets out the awards offered by the University and the maximum and
minimum credit tariffs:

Table 8: Credit Tariffs
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Award

FHE
Q
Qual.
Level
7
7
7
7

Minimum
Total
Credits

Unit
Credit
Levels

Highest
level
required

Lowest
level
permitted

Minimum Credits
Required at each
Level

180
240
180
240

7
7
7
6, 7

7
7
7
7

7
7
7
6

PGDip
PGCert
Grad Dip
BA (Hons), BSc
(Hons)*

7
7
6
6

120
60
120
360

7
7
6
4, 5, 6

7
7
6
6

7
7
6
4

BA (Hons)

6

480

3, 4, 5,
6

6

3

BA, BSc

6

300

4, 5, 6

6

4

DipHE

5

240

4, 5

5

4

CertHE

4

120

4

4

4

180 credits at Level 7
240 credits at Level 7
180 credits at level 7
60 credits at Level 6
180 credits at Level 7
120 credits at Level 7
60 credits at Level 7
120 credits at Level 6
120 credits at Level 4
120 credits at level 5
120 credits at Level 6
120 credits at Level 3
120 credits at Level 4
120 credits at level 5
120 credits at Level 6
120 credits at Level 4
120 credits at level 5
60 credits at Level 6
120 credits at Level 4
120 credits at level 5
120 credits at Level 4

MBA
MFA
MA, MSc & MRes
MArch

4 Yr FT

*The exception to this is the BA (Hons) Business Innovation and Management (top-up) which consists of
20 credits at Level 5 and 100 credits at Level 6 taken over a period of one academic year.

6.2

Award Calculation

6.2.1

Table 9 below sets out the classification scheme that applies to each award:

Table 9: Classification of Awards
Award
MBA
MFA
MA, MSc, MRes
MArch
BA (Hons), BSc (Hons)
Grad Dip
PGDip
PGCert
BA, BSc
DipHE / CertHE

Award Classifications

Scheme Name

Distinction / Merit / Pass / Fail

Masters Scheme

1st / 2:i / 2:ii / 3rd

Honours Degree scheme

Pass / Fail

Pass / Fail Scheme

6.3

Honours Degree Scheme

6.3.1

Where a student has met all of the requirements for award, an indicator score will be
calculated. This indicator score will be used to determine the candidate’s degree classification.

6.3.2

The indicator score will be derived from all unit marks at Level 5, which will be weighted 25%,
and all unit marks at Level 6, which will be weighted 75%. Marks will be also weighted
according to unit credit volume, such that:
0.25 x

sum (level 5 unit mark x credit volume of that unit)
sum (level 5 credit volume)
+

Indicator Score =
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0.75 x

sum (level 6 unit mark x credit volume of that unit)
sum (level 6 credit volume)

6.3.3

Where, as a result of Credit Transfer or AP(E)L (see below), a student does not have any Level 5
credits, the Level 6 credits will be weighted 100%.

6.3.4

The indicator score shall be rounded to the nearest integer (whole number) and mapped to the
following table to derive a classification:
Indicator score
70 – 100
60 – 69
50 – 59
40 – 49

Classification
1st Class Honours (I)
2nd Class Honours Upper Division (II:i)
2nd Class Honours Lower Division (II:ii)
3rd Class Honours (III)

6.3.5

Where a student’s indicator score is on the borderline of a classification the indicator score will
be rounded upwards if the candidate’s profile meets specific criteria with respect to exit
velocity. The indicator score will be rounded upwards if both of the following criteria are met:
i.
the indicator score is within 2% below the borderline for a 1st Class Honours, 2nd Class
Honours Upper Division or 2nd Class Honours Lower Division; and
ii.
60 credits or more at Level 6 have a unit percentage mark that is in the band for the
higher classification (see indicator score table above).

6.4

Masters Scheme

6.4.1

Where a student has met all of the requirements for award, an indicator score will be
calculated. This indicator score will be used to determine the candidate’s degree classification.

6.4.2

The indicator score will be derived from all unit marks at level 7. The Final Project will be
weighted 50%, and all other units combined will be weighted 50%. Marks for all other units will
also be weighted according to unit credit volume, such that:
0.5 x

final project unit mark†
+

Indicator Score =
0.5 x

sum (non-final project unit mark x credit volume of that unit)
sum (non-final project credit volume)

† for the MArch, this comprises of units Thesis 01 and Thesis 02
6.4.3

The indicator score shall be rounded to the nearest integer (whole number).

6.4.4

In order to be awarded a Distinction, a candidate must:
i.
achieve an indicator score of at least 70, and
ii.
have passed all units at the first attempt

6.4.5

In order to be awarded a Merit, a candidate must:
i.
achieve an indicator score of between 60 and 69, and
ii.
have passed all units at the first attempt

6.4.6

All other candidates who have met the requirements for award will be awarded a Pass.

6.5

Pass / Fail Scheme
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6.5.1

Where a student has met all of the requirements for award, the candidate will be awarded a
Pass.

6.6

Discretion

6.6.1

Boards of Examiners will not have discretion to vary the award or award classification derived
in accordance with the above award calculation schemes.

6.6.2

Under no circumstances may an award classification be amended on the basis of mitigating
circumstances (see paragraph 4.2.4 above).

6.7

Exit Awards

6.7.1

Where a student:
i.
fails to achieve sufficient credits to gain the award for which they are registered, and
ii.
has exhausted all reassessment attempts or for good cause, as adjudged by the Board
of Examiners, has terminated their studies early, and
iii.
has achieved sufficient credits to gain a lower level or lower volume award
the student will be recommended by the Board of Examiners for that lower award,
provided that the award is offered by the University as specified in the Programme
Specification.

6.7.2

All Exit Awards are conferred on a pass/fail basis only.

6.8

Aegrotat Awards

6.8.1

A student who completes the full period of study but is unable to complete the requirements
for an award due to serious and unexpected illness or other incapacity may be eligible for an
Aegrotat award.

6.8.2

An Aegrotat award may only be conferred following application by the student or the student’s
representative. An application, together with supporting evidence, must be submitted to the
Board of Examiners within 12 months of the student’s last date of attendance. The award will be
conferred at the discretion of the Board of Examiners.

6.9

Posthumous Awards

6.9.1

A student who dies before completing the full period of study or the requirements for an award
may be eligible for a Posthumous award, provided that the student has completed and
achieved two-thirds of the credits required for that award.

6.9.2

A Posthumous award may be conferred at the discretion of the Board of Examiners.

6.10

Double counting

6.10.1

Once an award has been conferred there will be no further opportunity for assessment or to
attempt to improve the classification of that award or to attempt to gain a higher level or higher
volume award. The only exceptions to this apply to students who progress from the PG Cert
(Creative Education) to the ‘top-up’ stage of MA (Creative Education), who may retain their PG
Cert award.

6.10.2 Exceptionally, and at the discretion of the Registrar, a student who has been awarded an Exit
Award may, provided that they have not exhausted all reassessment attempts, re-enrol and
seek to achieve the higher award. In such cases, the Exit Award will be revoked, but will be reconferred should the student fail to achieve the higher award.
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7.

TRANSFER OF CREDIT

7.1

Credit Transfer

7.1.1

Credit Transfer is the process whereby a student’s academic credit previously acquired at
another institution is recognised for the purpose of admission, progression and award.

7.1.2

A student seeking recognition under this mechanism must apply to transfer their credit prior to
admission to the course of study. Any credit to be transferred under this scheme must be
agreed by the Head of the School in which the student is applying to study.

7.1.3

The maximum credit that may be recognised under this mechanism will not be more than twothirds of the credit required for the award.

7.1.4

The classification of any award will be based only on marks awarded by the University for that
course, and not on marks awarded for transferred credit.

7.1.5

Procedures for the operation of credit transfer will be detailed in the University’s Quality
Assurance Handbook.

7.2

AP(E)L

7.2.1

Accreditation of Prior (Experiential) Learning is the process whereby a student’s previously
acquired learning, whether certificated or not, but not including recognised academic credit, is
recognised, through the awarding of credit, for the purposes of progression and award.

7.2.2

A student seeking recognition under this mechanism must apply prior to admission to the
course of study. Any credit awarded under this scheme will be awarded at the discretion of the
Head of the School in which the student is applying to study and must be awarded prior to the
student’s enrolment on their course of study. The Head of School must clearly state the volume
and level(s) of all such AP(E)L credit awarded.

7.2.3

The maximum credit that may be awarded under this mechanism in recognition of AP(E)L will
not be more than half of the credits required for the award. Accordingly, a student awarded
such AP(E)L credit will not be eligible for an exit award where their AP(E)L credit comprises
more than half of the credit required for that exit award.

7.2.4

Where credit is awarded under this mechanism, it shall be clearly recorded as AP(E)L credit
and shall not be awarded a mark. Such AP(E)L credit shall not be used to calculate any
indicator score or award classification.

7.2.5

Procedures for the operation of AP(E)L will be detailed in the University’s Quality Assurance
Handbook.

7.3

Study Abroad

7.3.1

In accordance with the University’s Study Abroad Policy, eligible students electing to use the
University’s study abroad scheme as part of their course of study may take a maximum of 60
credits at an international partner institution. The study abroad scheme is open only to:
i.
ii.

Students in Level 5 of a Bachelors degree course with Honours
Students undertaking the MFA Photography postgraduate course
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A student undertaking study abroad must obtain the equivalent credit value at the host
institution to the credits being replaced in the UCA programme in order to progress. It is the
responsibility of the Course Leader, in discussions with the Study Abroad Coordinator, to map
those credits and document the mapping in the formal learning agreement.
7.3.2

Marks awarded for units taken at an international Study Abroad partner institution will not be
recorded and will not be used to calculate awards or award classifications. Unit results will be
recorded on a pass/fail basis only.

7.3.3

In case of failure of units taken at a Study Abroad partner institution, Boards of Examiners will
determine reassessment decisions as above, and the failure may be retrieved by way of a Resit
task undertaken at the University.

7.3.4

Where results are not received from the Study Abroad partner institution in time for
consideration at the Main Board of Examiners, Chair’s action may be taken to ratify results and
to determine any reassessment decisions and an appropriate timetable for retrieval, which may
be outside the standard timetable.

8.

EUROPEAN CREDIT AND TRANSFER ACCULUMATION SYSTEM (ECTS)

8.1

In accordance with the Bologna process, the University’s Undergraduate and Postgraduate
programmes are recognised as equivalent to qualifications taught at universities across
Europe.
The University operates on a conversion rate of 2:1, i.e. 2 UCA credits are equal to 1 ECTS
credit:
UCA Award

FHEQ
Qual.
Level
7
7
7
7
7
7
6
6

Minimum
Total
Credits
180
240
180
240
120
60
120
360

ECTS
credits

6

480

240

BA, BSc

6

300

150

DipHE
CertHE

5
4

240
120

120
60

MBA
MFA
MA, MSc, MRes
MArch
PGDip
PGCert
Grad Dip
BA (Hons), BSc
(Hons)
BA (Hons)

4 Yr FT

90
120
90
120
60
30
60
180

9.

BOARDS OF EXAMINERS

9.1

Structure

9.1.1

The University operates a single-tier Board of Examiners structure.

9.1.2

Boards of Examiners will be organised by School and by Level of Study, such that each School
shall have an Undergraduate Board of Examiners and a Postgraduate Board of Examiners (note
that the MArch will be the responsibility of the Undergraduate Board of Examiners, and the
Grad Dip in Art & Design will be the responsibility of the Postgraduate Board of Examiners).
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Where such an approach would, in the view of both the Head of School and the Head of
Quality Assurance and Enhancement, result in an unmanageably large meeting (in terms of
either membership or business), meetings of the Board may comprise two or more sittings (e.g.
on a campus basis), with the membership appropriate to the business of that sitting, provided
that all sittings are completed within the designated Board of Examiners period.
Where such an approach would, in the view of the Head of Quality Assurance and
Enhancement, result in a very small meeting (in terms of both membership and business), the
Head of Quality Assurance and Enhancement may require that Board meetings of two or more
Schools be combined.
9.1.3

Boards of Examiners are sub-committees of Academic Board.

9.1.4

Each Board of Examiners shall normally meet at least twice each academic year, once during
the Main Board of Examiners period and again during the Resit Board of Examiners period.
Boards may also be required to meet additionally on an ad hoc basis.

9.2

Terms of Reference

9.2.1

Each unit and course of study belongs to a School of the University. The School to which each
unit and course belongs will be defined in the Programme Specification and Unit Descriptor
documentation. As each Board of Examiners belongs to a School, the responsibilities of that
Board of Examiners will be limited to the units and courses which belong to that School.

9.2.3

The membership of each Board of Examiners shall comprise:
i.
ii.

Head of School (Chair)
Course Leader of each course, or cluster of courses, for which the Board is responsible

Representatives from other Boards of Examiners will be invited to attend as required, where
either one or more of the students to be considered have taken units belonging to another
School, or one or more of the units to be considered have been taken by students of another
School. Where such members attend they will be in attendance and will not be regarded as
members of the Board.
The Head of Quality Assurance and Enhancement, or nominee will be Clerk to the Board.
Representatives from other professional services functions will attend as required.
The quorum will be one half of the members expected to attend that meeting, including the
Head of School. Course Leaders are only expected to attend those Board meetings where
results for their course(s) are being presented.
As part of the Board’s core business, Course Leaders will confirm that internal and external
verification of student work has taken place. External moderation will be checked and
confirmed in the External Examiner reports and reported to Academic Boards. Attendance of
External Examiners is therefore not compulsory.

9.3

Meetings of Boards of Examiners

9.3.1

The Chair of the Board shall be responsible for all arrangements relating to the meeting of the
Board, including ensuring the provision of all relevant documentation.
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9.3.2

No persons other than the members, designated administrative staff and invited attendees,
shall be permitted to attend meetings of Boards of Examiners. The proceedings and decisions
of the Board shall be confidential.

9.3.3

Where a student whose results are to be considered by the Board has taken one or more units
belonging to another School, the representative from the Board of Examiners of that School
shall present the marks for those units. Where the Board of Examiners for that School has not
yet met to ratify those unit marks, the marks will be presented as provisional marks. Provisional
progression, reassessment, and/or award decisions will be made pending ratification of the
unit marks by that other Board of Examiners. Once ratified, those marks will be notified to the
Chair of the Board who shall take Chair’s action to confirm or amend the provisional decision.

9.4

External Examiners

9.4.1

External Examiners shall be external to the University, must be of sufficient authority in the
discipline being examined and should be familiar with the standards and procedures of
University level education in the United Kingdom.

9.4.2

The appointment of External Examiners must be approved by the University’s Academic Quality
Committee (AQC).

9.4.3

External Examiners are normally appointed for a maximum period of four years. On completion
of the appointment an External Examiner will not normally be eligible for re-appointment until a
further five years have elapsed.

9.4.4

At least one External Examiner must be appointed for each course of study. The same External
Examiner may be appointed for multiple (clustered) courses of study.

9.4.5

Procedures governing the role of External Examiners will be detailed in the University’s Quality
Assurance Handbook.

9.5

Release of Results

9.5.1

Results, including assessment component marks, unit marks, reassessment, progression and
award decisions, may only be formally released to students once ratified by the Board of
Examiners.

9.5.2

Students with a tuition fee debt to the University may not be considered by a Board of
Examiners, and therefore they may have no results to be released, in accordance with the
University’s Debtors Regulations ( http://www.uca.ac.uk/life-at-uca/fees/schedulesregulations/ ).

9.5.3

For the purposes of formative feedback, in addition to the results of formative assessment,
provisional assessment marks from summative assessments may be communicated to students
in accordance with Table 6. Any such marks released will be clearly stated to be provisional,
subject to review and moderation by External Examiners, subject to consideration and
ratification by the Board of Examiners, and may be modified either up or down.
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS
Award:

The academic qualification conferred by the University upon a student
following successful completion of the course.

Course:

A validated combination of units, onto which a student is enrolled, the
successful completion of which leads to an award.

Unit:

Units are the building blocks of courses. A unit is a discrete, self-contained
element of study, which has defined learning outcomes and for which credit
is awarded for meeting those learning outcomes.

Assessment Component: An activity or set of activities (assessment tasks) undertaken by students,
which summatively assess(es) the extent to which a student has met one or
more of the learning outcomes for a unit as measured by the assessment
criteria, and against which a mark is awarded. Each unit comprises one or
more assessment components. Each assessment component comprises one
or more assessment tasks.
Assessment Task:

An activity undertaken by students, which helps to summatively assess(es)
the extent to which a student has met one or more of the learning outcomes
for a unit as measured by the assessment criteria. An assessment component
comprises one or more assessment tasks. Marks are not awarded to
assessment tasks unless the assessment component comprises only one
assessment task, in which case the assessment task is co-terminus with the
assessment component.

Assessment Criteria:

Description of what a student is expected to do in order to demonstrate that
the learning outcomes have been achieved. Assessment criteria have a direct
relationship to specific learning outcomes.

Credit / Credit Volume:

A numerical value denoting the amount of learning expected for the typical
student to achieve the learning outcomes of that unit. One credit represents
10 notional learning hours.

Credit Level:

A numerical value reflecting the depth of learning involved and the
intellectual demand required to meet the learning outcomes of that unit.

Credit Value:

The combination of the Credit Volume and the Credit Level, the credit value
therefore relates to the complexity of the learning outcomes and the notional
time judged necessary to achieve them.

Learning Outcome:

That which needs to be learned or which a student is required to be able to
do as a result of completing the learning process. Learning outcomes are
defined for both units and courses.

Pass:

At assessment component level, a result indicating that the assessment
criteria relating to that component have been met;
At unit level, a result indicating that the learning outcomes defined for that
unit have been achieved, and that as a consequence credit has been
awarded;
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At course level, for certain award types (see table 9 above) a result indicating
that the learning outcomes defined for that course have been achieved, and
that an award has been / may be conferred.
Defer:

As a result of mitigating circumstances, to set aside an assessment attempt
and permit the student to be assessed as if for the first time.

Fail:

At assessment component level, a result indicating that the learning
outcomes have not been met;
At unit level, a result indicating that credit has not been achieved due to
failure of one or more assessment components, signifying that one or more
learning outcomes have not been met and no compensation applied.

Reassessment:

Any opportunity to retrieve failure, either by Resit or Retake.

Resit:

Reassessment, without attendance, of failed assessment components. In the
case of undergraduate students, this is completed prior to the start of the
next academic year.

Retake:

Reassessment of a whole unit, with attendance, the following academic year,
including assessment components previously passed.

Stage:

The period of study leading to a formal point of progression or award. For
full-time undergraduate students it is co-terminus with a year of study.

Progression:

Movement from one Stage to the next Stage of a course. Progression is
subject to successfully obtaining the required number of credits, at the
required level, and is authorised only by a Board of Examiners.

Progression Point:

The point within a course where a student must meet certain requirements
(obtain a required number of credits, at the required level) in order to
progress to the next Stage of the course.

Rounding:

The mathematical process of returning a number to a specified number of
decimal places. ‘Rounding to the nearest integer (whole number)’ means
returning the number to zero decimal places, such that, for example,
anything from 59.5 but below 60.5 becomes 60, and anything below 59.5
(such as 59.4999) but 58.5 or above becomes 59. The following raw numbers
would therefore round as follows:
Raw Number
58.49
58.50
59.01
59.49
59.50
59.99
60.49

Taught Course:

Rounded to
Nearest Integer
58
59
59
59
60
60
60

All courses, including distance learning and e-learning courses, which are not
Level 8 research courses.
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Enrol:

The process of joining a course, and thus the University. Enrolment refers to
the relationship between a student and his/her course and the University.

Register:

The process of joining a unit. Registration refers to the relationship between a
student and his/her units.
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APPENDIX 1: GENERIC MARK DESCRIPTORS

Note: This appendix does not form part of the regulations, and may be amended from time to time by the Academic Quality Committee
Generic Criteria
Knowledge of contexts,
concepts, technologies and
processes
The extent to which
knowledge is demonstrated:

relevant contextual or
theoretical issues are
identified, defined and
described
historical or contemporary
practices are identified,
defined and described
appropriate technologies,
methods and processes are
identified, defined and
described
Understanding through
application of knowledge

Level 4

The degree to which research
methods are demonstrated:

relevant knowledge and
information is compared,
contrasted, manipulated,
translated and interpreted
knowledge and information is
selected, analysed,
synthesized and evaluated in
order to generate creative
ideas, practices, solutions,
arguments or hypotheses
Application of technical and
professional skills
The degree to which:

appropriate materials and
media are selected, tested and
utilised to realise and present
ideas and solutions
appropriate technologies,
methods and processes are
demonstrated
transferable, professional
skills are effectively
demonstrated
self management and
independent learning are
demonstrated

90 - 100

80 - 89

70 - 79

Outstanding breadth of
knowledge of
fundamental contextual
and theoretical issues
and critical concepts
and their relationship to
historical and
contemporary practices

Extensive knowledge of
fundamental contextual
and theoretical issues
and critical concepts
and a widening
appreciation of
historical and
contemporary practices

Significant knowledge
of fundamental
contextual and
theoretical issues and
critical concepts and a
widening appreciation
of historical and
contemporary practices

Extensive knowledge of
relevant and specialist
technologies and
processes

In depth and
broadening knowledge
of appropriate
technologies and
processes

Relevant knowledge is
explored and
interpreted when
proposing solutions to
projects and problems
which demonstrate
evidence of
independent thought
Outstanding ability to
analyse and synthesise
knowledge to produce
own creative practice in
standard situations and
to evaluate results
Accomplished and
fluent application of
appropriate practical
and technical skills

Outstanding
application of
appropriate
transferable and
professional skills

Significant ability to learn
independently and
critically evaluate own
progress using a wide
range of feedback
sources

60 - 69

Significant knowledge
of appropriate
technologies and
processes

50 - 59

40 - 49

30 - 39

Familiar with
fundamental contextual
and theoretical issues
and critical concepts

Adequate knowledge of
fundamental contextual
and theoretical issues
and critical concepts

Limited knowledge of
fundamental contextual
and theoretical issues
and critical concepts

Little or no knowledge
of fundamental
contextual and
theoretical issues or
critical concepts

Sound knowledge of
appropriate
technologies and
processes

Adequate knowledge of
appropriate
technologies and
processes

Limited knowledge of
appropriate
technologies and
processes

Little or no knowledge
of appropriate
technologies or
processes

Strong comprehension
of relevant knowledge
in seeking solutions to
projects or problems

Sound comprehension
of relevant knowledge
in seeking solutions to
projects or problems

Surface-level
comprehension of
relevant knowledge in
seeking solutions to
projects or problems

Incomplete
comprehension of
relevant knowledge in
seeking solutions to
projects or problems

Little or no
comprehension of
relevant knowledge in
seeking solutions to
projects or problems

Sound ability to apply
and analyse knowledge
to produce creative
practice in standard
situations

Sound ability to apply
knowledge to produce
creative practice in
standard situations

Competent application
of knowledge to the
production of creative
practice in standard
situations

Limited ability to apply
knowledge to produce
creative practice in
standard situations

Little or no ability to
apply relevant
knowledge to produce
creative practice in
standard situations

Rudimentary
application of basic
practical and technical
skills

Scant application of
basic practical and
technical skills

Confident familiarity
with fundamental
contextual and
theoretical issues and
critical concepts

Thorough knowledge of
appropriate
technologies and
processes

Deep level of
comprehension and
exploration of relevant
knowledge in seeking
solutions to projects or
problems

Deep level of
comprehension of
relevant knowledge in
seeking solutions to
projects or problems

Outstanding ability to
analyse and synthesise
knowledge in order to
produce creative
practice in standard
situations and to
evaluate the results

Strong ability to apply
and analyse knowledge
to produce creative
practice in standard
situations, with some
evaluation of the results

Relevant, accomplished
and fluent application
of basic practical and
technical skills

Relevant and
accomplished
application of basic
practical and technical
skills

Strong application of
basic practical and
technical skills

Sound application of
basic practical and
technical skills

Competent application
of practical and
technical skills

Outstanding
application of
fundamental
transferable and
professional skills

Highly effective
application of
fundamental
transferable and
professional skills

Strong application of
fundamental
transferable and
professional skills

Sound application of
fundamental
transferable and
professional skills

Competent application
of fundamental
transferable and
professional skills

Strong ability to work
independently and use
feedback to plan future
tasks effectively

Evidence of developing
well as an independent
learner

Evidence of beginning
to develop as an
independent learner

Substantial ability to
work independently
and use feedback to
reflect critically on own
progress
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Adequate evidence of
beginning to develop as
an independent learner

Limited application of
fundamental
transferable and
professional skills

Limited evidence of
ability to learn
independently

0 - 29

Ineffective application
of fundamental
transferable and
professional skills

Little or no evidence of
ability to learn
independently

Generic Criteria
Knowledge of contexts,
concepts, technologies and
processes
The extent to which
knowledge is demonstrated:

relevant contextual or
theoretical issues are
identified, defined and
described
historical or contemporary
practices are identified,
defined and described
appropriate technologies,
methods and processes are
identified, defined and
described
Understanding through
application of knowledge

Level 5

The degree to which research
methods are demonstrated:

relevant knowledge and
information is compared,
contrasted, manipulated,
translated and interpreted
knowledge and information is
selected, analysed,
synthesized and evaluated in
order to generate creative
ideas, solutions, arguments or
hypotheses
Application of technical and
professional skills
The degree to which:

appropriate materials and
media are selected, tested and
utilised to realise and present
ideas and solutions
appropriate technologies,
methods and processes are
demonstrated
transferable, professional
skills are effectively
demonstrated
self management and
independent learning are
demonstrated

90 - 100

80 - 89

70 - 79

60 - 69

50 - 59

40 - 49

30 - 39

0 - 29

Outstanding breadth
and depth of
knowledge of
contextual and
theoretical issues, some
of which are at the
forefront of the
discipline, and their
relationship to a range
of historical and
contemporary practices

Outstanding breadth of
knowledge of
contextual and
theoretical issues and
critical concepts and
their relationship to
historical and
contemporary practices

A significant breadth of
knowledge of
contextual and
theoretical issues and
critical concepts and
their relationship to
historical and
contemporary practices

Confident knowledge
of a range of
contextual and
theoretical issues and
critical concepts and
their relationship to
historical and
contemporary practices

Familiar with a range of
contextual and
theoretical issues and
critical concepts and
their relationship to
historical and
contemporary practices

Familiar with
fundamental contextual
and theoretical issues
and critical concepts
and their relationship to
historical and
contemporary practices

Some knowledge of
fundamental contextual
and theoretical issues
and critical concepts
and their relationship to
historical and
contemporary practices

No significant
knowledge of
fundamental contextual
and theoretical issues
or critical concepts

Extensive knowledge of
a range of relevant
specialist techniques
and processes

Rigorous application of
a range of research
methodologies to
projects, problems and
hypotheses with
evidence of highly
focused independent
thought and critical
analysis

Confident knowledge
of relevant specialist
techniques and
processes

Extensive knowledge of
relevant and specialist
techniques and
processes

Significant knowledge
of relevant specialist
techniques and
processes

Relevant knowledge is
systematically and
rigorously explored and
interpreted when
proposing solutions to
projects and problems
which demonstrate
evidence of
independent thought

Relevant knowledge is
thoroughly explored
and interpreted when
proposing solutions to
projects and problems
which demonstrate
some evidence of
independent thought
Strong ability to
analyse and synthesise
knowledge to produce
creative practice and to
evaluate results

Relevant knowledge is
thoroughly explored
and interpreted when
proposing solutions to
projects and problems

Sound ability to analyse
and synthesise
knowledge to produce
creative practice and to
evaluate results

Sound knowledge of
relevant specialist
techniques and
processes

Competent ability to
explore and interpret
relevant knowledge in
seeking solutions to
projects and problems

Limited ability to
manipulate or interpret
relevant knowledge in
seeking solutions to
projects and problems

Little or no ability to
manipulate or interpret
relevant knowledge in
seeking solutions to
projects or problems

Sound ability to apply
and analyse knowledge
to produce creative
practice and to
evaluate results

Competent ability to
apply and analyse
knowledge to produce
creative practice

Limited ability to apply
knowledge to produce
creative practice

Little or no ability to
apply knowledge to
produce creative
practice

Competent application
of specialist practical
and technical skills

Rudimentary
application of specialist
practical and technical
skills

Outstanding ability to
analyse and synthesise
knowledge to produce
original creative
practice and to
evaluate results

Accomplished and
original application of a
range of specialist
practical and technical
skills

Accomplished and
fluent application of
specialist practical and
technical skills

Accomplished
application of specialist
practical and technical
skills

Strong application of
specialist practical and
technical skills

Sound application of
specialist practical and
technical skills

Outstanding
demonstration of
transferable and
professional skills

Highly effective
demonstration of
transferable and
professional skills

Confident application
of transferable and
professional skills

Sound application of
transferable and
professional

Strong ability to learn
independently and
critically evaluate own
progress using a wide
range of feedback
sources

Strong ability to learn
independently and
critically evaluate own
progress

Strong ability to learn
independently make
use of feedback

Very high ability to
manage own learning in a
sustained manner and
critically evaluate own
progress making
effective use of feedback
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Limited knowledge of
relevant specialist
techniques and
processes

No significant
knowledge of relevant
specialist techniques or
processes

Relevant knowledge is
competently explored
and interpreted when
proposing solutions to
projects and problems

Strong ability to
produce a range of
creative practices and
to critically evaluate
them to generate highly
effective results

Accomplished
application of advanced
transferable and
professional skills to
problem solving

Adequate knowledge of
relevant specialist
techniques and
processes

Sound ability to learn
independently and
make effective use of
feedback

Competent application
of transferable and
professional skills
Evidence of ability to
learn independently
and make use of
feedback

Rudimentary
application of
transferable and
professional skills

Evidence of a
rudimentary ability to
learn independently

Ineffective application
of specialist practical
and technical skills

Ineffective application
of transferable and
professional skills

Limited evidence of
ability to learn
independently

Generic Criteria

90 - 100

80 - 89

70 - 79

60 - 69

50 - 59

40 - 49

30 - 39

0 - 29

Knowledge of
contexts, concepts,
technologies and
processes

Exceptional breadth and
depth of knowledge of
contextual and
theoretical issues, some
of which are at the
forefront of the
discipline, and their
relationship to a range of
historical and
contemporary practices

Outstanding breadth and
depth of knowledge of
contextual and theoretical
issues, some of which are at
the forefront of the
discipline, and their
relationship to a range of
historical and
contemporary practices

A breadth and depth of
knowledge of
contextual and
theoretical issues,
some of which are at
the forefront of the
discipline, and their
relationship to a range
of historical and
contemporary
practices

Confident knowledge
of a range of
contextual and
theoretical issues,
some of which are at
the forefront of the
discipline, and their
relationship to a range
of historical and
contemporary
practices

Familiar with a range of
contextual and
theoretical issues, at least
some of which are at the
forefront of the
discipline, and their
relationship to a range of
historical and
contemporary practices

Familiar with a range of
contextual and
theoretical issues and
their relationship to a
range of historical and
contemporary
practices

Some knowledge of a
range of contextual
and theoretical issues
and their relationship
to a range of historical
and contemporary
practices

Limited knowledge of
contextual and
theoretical issues and
their relationship to a
range of historical and
contemporary practices

The extent to which:

relevant contextual or
theoretical issues are
identified, defined and
described
historical or
contemporary practices
are identified, defined
and described
appropriate
technologies, methods
and processes are
identified defined and
described

Level 6

Understanding through
application of
knowledge
The degree to which
research methods are
demonstrated:

relevant knowledge and
information is
compared, contrasted,
manipulated, translated
and interpreted
knowledge and
information is selected,
analysed, synthesized
and evaluated in order
to generate creative
ideas, practices,
solutions, arguments or
hypotheses
Application of
technical and
professional skills
The degree to which:

appropriate materials
and media are selected,
tested and utilised to
realise and present
ideas and solutions
appropriate
technologies, methods
and processes are
demonstrated

Exceptional knowledge
of a range of relevant
specialist techniques and
processes

Exceptional application
of a range of research
methodologies to
projects and problems
and hypotheses, with
evidence of highly
focused independent
thought and some new
insights into the subject

Exceptional ability to
produce a range of
creative practices and to
critically evaluate them in
a wider context,
generating sustainable
arguments and highly
effective and individual
results
Exceptional, individual
and fluent application of
a range of specialist
practical and technical
skills
Outstanding
accomplishment of a
range of advanced
transferable and
professional skills applied
to complex situations and
problems

Extensive knowledge of a
range of relevant specialist
techniques and processes

Systematic and thorough
application of a range of
research methodologies to
projects and problems and
hypotheses, with evidence
of highly focused
independent thought and
some new insights into the
subject
Outstanding ability to
produce a range of creative
practices and to critically
evaluate them in a wider
context , generating
sustainable arguments and
highly effective and original
results

Accomplished, original and
fluent application of a
range of specialist practical
and technical skills
Outstanding
accomplishment of a range
of advanced transferable
and professional skills
applied to complex
situations and problems

Significant knowledge
of a range of relevant
specialist techniques
and processes

Confident knowledge
of a range of relevant
specialist techniques
and processes

Rigorous application of
a range of research
methodologies to
projects , problems
and hypotheses with
evidence of highly
focused independent
thought and critical
analysis

Confident ability to
apply a range of
research
methodologies to
projects, problems and
hypotheses with clear
evidence of
independent thought
and critical analysis

Strong ability to
produce a range of
creative practices and
to critically evaluate
them in a wider
context, generating
sustainable arguments
and highly effective
results

Strong ability to
produce a range of
creative practices and
to evaluate them in a
wider context ,
generating effective
results

Accomplished and
original application of a
range of specialist
practical and technical
skills

Confident and
imaginative application
of a range of specialist
practical and technical
skills

Accomplished
application of
advanced transferable
and professional skills
to complex situations
and problems

Confident application
of advanced
transferable and
professional skills to
challenging situations
and problems

Outstanding ability to
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Sound knowledge of a
range of relevant
specialist techniques and
processes

Sound ability to apply a
range of research
methodologies to
projects, problems and
hypotheses and to
demonstrate
independent thought and
critical analysis

Adequate knowledge
of a range of relevant
specialist techniques
and processes

Limited knowledge of
a range of relevant
specialist techniques
and processes

Competent ability to
apply a range of
research
methodologies to
projects, problems and
hypotheses with some
element of
independent thought
and critical analysis

Ability to apply a
limited range of
research
methodologies to
projects, problems and
hypotheses with little
evidence of
independent thought
or critical analysis
Limited ability to
produce a range of
creative practices and
to evaluate them in a
wider context to
generate effective
results

No significant
knowledge of a range of
relevant specialist
techniques or processes

No significant ability to
apply research
methodologies to
projects, problems and
hypotheses, and no
evidence of
independent thought or
critical analysis
No significant ability to
produce a range of
creative practices or to
evaluate them in a wider
context to generate
effective results

Sound ability to produce
a range of creative
practices and to evaluate
them in a wider context,
generating effective
results

Competent ability to
produce a range of
creative practices and
evaluate them in a
wider context to
generate effective
results

Sound application of a
range of specialist
practical and technical
skills

Competent application
of a range of specialist
practical and technical
skills

Basic application of a
range of specialist
practical and technical
skills

Rudimentary application
of a range of specialist
practical and technical
skills

Sound application of
advanced transferable
and professional skills

Competent application
of advanced
transferable
professional skills

Limited application of
advanced transferable
and professional skills

Ineffective application
of advanced
transferable and
professional skills

transferable,
professional skills are
effectively
demonstrated
self management and
independent learning
are demonstrated

manage own learning in a
sustained manner and to
critically evaluate own
progress, making use of a
wide range of feedback
sources

Very high ability to
manage own learning
in a sustained manner
and critically evaluate
own progress making
effective use of
feedback

Strong ability to
manage own learning
in a sustained manner
and to critically
evaluate own progress
making effective use of
feedback

Sound ability to manage
own learning in a
sustained manner and
critically evaluate own
progress making
effective use of feedback

Competent ability to
manage own learning
in a sustained manner
and make effective use
of feedback

Basic ability to manage
own learning in a
sustained manner and
make use of feedback

Evidence of a basic
ability to manage own
learning

Generic Criteria

90 - 100

80 - 89

70 - 79

60 - 69

50 - 59

40 - 49

30 - 39

0 - 29

Knowledge of
contexts, concepts,
technologies and
processes
The extent to which
knowledge is
demonstrated:

Exceptional and
remarkable critical
understanding of current
issues and historical
contexts demonstrating
knowledge at the
forefront of the discipline

Comprehensive critical
understanding of
current issues and
historical contexts
much of which is at, or
informed by, the
forefront of the
discipline.

Significant
understanding of
current issues and
historical contexts,
much of which is at, or
informed by, the
forefront of the
discipline.

Sound understanding of
knowledge of current
issues and historical
contexts, some of which
is at, or informed by, the
forefront of the
discipline.

Passable
understanding of
knowledge of current
issues and historical
contexts, some of
which is at, or informed
by, the forefront of the
discipline.

Insufficient
understanding of
knowledge of the
contextual, historical or
theoretical issues that
inform the discipline.

Very poor
demonstration of
understanding of
contextual, historical or
theoretical issues that
inform the discipline.

relevant contextual or
theoretical issues are
identified, defined and
described

Excellent and highly
sophisticated critical
understanding of current
issues and historical
contexts demonstrating
knowledge
at the forefront of the
discipline

Exceptional and highly
original understanding of
techniques methods and
processes

Comprehensive
knowledge of
techniques and
processes, and a
critical understanding
of their potential to
advance scholarship in
the discipline.

Significant knowledge
of the techniques and
processes applicable to
understanding
research and advanced
scholarship in the
discipline

Sound knowledge of the
techniques and processes
applicable to research
and advanced
scholarship in the
discipline

Insufficient knowledge
of techniques
applicable to research
and advanced
scholarship in the
discipline.

Very weak knowledge of
technologies, methods
and processes

Rigorous use of
established methods of
research combined
with the ability to
generate new concepts
or insights into existing
knowledge.

Confident use of
established methods of
research combined
with the ability to
recognise new
concepts using existing
knowledge.

Sound use of established
methods of research to
develop and interpret
existing knowledge.

Passable use of
established methods of
research to develop
and interpret existing
knowledge.

Insufficient use of
existing methodologies
to develop knowledge.

Inability to use and
interpret existing
research methodologies

Evidence of critical
evaluation of current
knowledge and
recognition of
methodological
practices.

Inability to fully
understand or interpret
relevant knowledge
and methodological
practices.

Little or no ability to
evaluate existing
knowledge

Passable judgements
made on complex
research problems
showing evidence of
systematic analysis and
deduction and creative
processes to resolve
them.

Research problems are
insufficiently complex
and require mainly
routine analytic and
creative processes to
resolve them.

Inability to define a
research problem and to
generate solutions or
hypotheses through
research and practice

Evidence of the critical
and evaluative skills

Inability to
demonstrate the

Very poor ability to
apply appropriate

historical or
contemporary practices
are identified, defined
and described
appropriate
technologies, methods
and processes are
identified, defined and
described

Level 7

Exceptional ability to
manage own learning in a
sustained manner and to
critically evaluate own
progress, making use of a
wide range of feedback
sources

Understanding through
application of
knowledge
The degree to which
research methods are
demonstrated:

relevant knowledge and
information is
compared, contrasted,
manipulated, translated
and interpreted
knowledge and
information is selected,
analysed, synthesized
and evaluated in order
to generate creative
ideas, solutions,
arguments or
hypotheses

Application of
technical and

Exceptional and
remarkable
demonstration of
research methods which
generate highly
developed critical
insights into existing
knowledge
Exceptional and
remarkable critical
evaluation of existing
knowledge leading
directly to new
hypotheses
Exceptional and
remarkable judgements
made in relation to
creative practice, current
ideas, arguments and
hypotheses

Exceptional and
remarkable critical and

An excellent and highly
impressive understanding
of techniques, materials
and processes

Excellent and highly
sophisticated
demonstration of research
methods leading to
impressive critical insights
into existing knowledge

Excellent and highly
sophisticated critical
evaluation of existing
knowledge working
towards new hypotheses
Excellent and highly
sophisticated judgements
made in relation to creative
practice, current ideas,
arguments and hypotheses

Excellent and highly
sophisticated critical and

Critical evaluation of
current knowledge to
evaluate
methodological
practices and propose
new hypotheses.

Critical evaluation of
current knowledge to
analyse
methodological
practices and propose
hypotheses

Carefully considered
judgements on highly
complex or ‘underresearched’ problems
showing evidence of
systematic analysis and
deduction and creative
processes to resolve
them.
Evidence of a high level
of critical and

Informed judgements
made on highly
complex research
problems showing
evidence of systematic
analysis and deduction
and creative processes
to resolve them
Evidence of the critical
and evaluative skills
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Critical evaluation of
current knowledge and
recognition of
methodological
practices.

Sound judgements made
on complex research
problems showing
evidence of systematic
analysis and deduction
and creative processes to
resolve them.

Evidence of the critical
and evaluative skills

Acceptable knowledge
of the techniques and
processes applicable to
research and advanced
scholarship in the
discipline

professional skills
The degree to which:

appropriate materials
and media are selected,
tested and utilised to
realise and present
ideas and solutions
appropriate
technologies, methods
and processes are
demonstrated
transferable,
professional skills are
effectively
demonstrated
self management and
independent learning
are demonstrated

evaluative skills utilised
leading to highly original
solutions to very complex
problems

evaluative skills utilised
leading to impressive
solutions to very complex
problems

Outstanding application
of advanced technical
skills that fundamentally
challenges current
understanding and
practices

Highly impressive
application of advanced
technical skills that
challenge current
understanding and
practices

Exceptional and
remarkable
demonstration of
professionalism, selfmanagement and
independent learning

Excellent demonstration of
professionalism, selfmanagement and
independent learning

evaluative skills in
order to create original
solutions to a range of
highly complex
problems.

necessary to construct
solutions to a range of
complex problems

necessary to identify
solutions to a range of
complex problems.

necessary to identify
solutions to a range of
varied problems.

Application of
advanced
skills, techniques and
processes that
challenge knowledge
and understanding of
the discipline.

Application of
advanced skills,
techniques and
processes that
contribute to
knowledge and
understanding of the
discipline.

Application of advanced
skills techniques and
processes that sustain
independent learning in
the discipline.

Application of
advanced skills
techniques and
processes that sustain
independent learning
in the discipline.

Demonstration of a
very high level of
professionalism, selfmanagement and
independent learning

Demonstration of a
competent level of
professionalism, selfmanagement and
independent learning
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Clear demonstration of
professionalism, selfmanagement and
independent learning

Acceptable
demonstration of
professionalism, selfmanagement and
independent learning

critical and evaluative
skills necessary to
identify solutions to
problems

materials and media to
present ideas and
solutions

Insufficient ability to
demonstrate the skills
necessary for sustained
independent learning

Very poor judgement
shown in choice of
methods and processes

Insufficient evidence of
professional and
transferable skills

Inability to manage self,
meet deadlines, work
professionally and
independently

APPENDIX 2: STUDENT ABSENCE PROCEDURE FLOW CHART
Student is absent without authorisation for 10
consecutive working days

Action: Year Group Tutor reports absence to Course Administrator.
When: upon 10th consecutive working day of absence

Action: Course Administrator sends NON ATTENDLETTER1 (CRO_ENR_NG03) to student (by post to TT and Permanent
address and e-mail with letter attachment), advising them that they will be withdrawn from studies unless they attend a
meeting with Year Group Tutor on a specified date and time. Meeting shall normally be within 5 working days of date of letter
(Course Administrator to liaise with Year Group Tutor over date and time of meeting).
When: Immediately upon receipt of report from year Group Tutor.

Student attends meeting

Student does not attend meeting

Action: Year Group Tutor reminds student of regulations and of
requirement to engage with studies, and explores whether there
are any issues of which the University needs to be aware.
Informs student that continued non-attendance or nonengagement will result in termination of studies, and sets out
requirements for future engagement in tutorial report form.
Action: Tutor to give copy of decisions made via a tutorial
report form (inc Checklist) to be signed by student to record
advice and decisions made. Copies kept by academic and
student and original sent to Campus Registry. If Student wishes
to be considered for interruption due to unforeseen
circumstances then Campus Registry to send letter
REQUESTTOINTERRUPT (CRO_ENR_NG05)
When: At meeting, and confirmed in follow up e-mail (copied to
Course Administrator).

Action: Year Group Tutor monitors attendance and
requirements for future engagement if still not attending
then report to Course Administrator and confirm by email.
When: Monitor attendance weekly.
How: Campus Registry to send regular reminders with list
of students to Course Tutors after two weeks, four weeks
then monthly until end of academic year (could also advise
process for reoffending students).

Action: Year Group Tutor notifies Course Administrator of
non-attendance at meeting by email.
When: Immediately after date of arranged meeting

Action: Course Administrator sends
NONATTENDLETTER 2 (CRO_ENR_NG04) to inform
student that they will be withdrawn from studies with
immediate effect. Letter confirms that enrolment has been
terminated with immediate effect (LDA date of letter) in
accordance with para 3.8 of the CCF and to advise of their
right of appeal to HoS (which must be received 10 working
days of date of letter).Course Administrator then sends
Change of Status form attaching correspondence for audit
to Student Records.
When: Immediately upon notification by Year Group Tutor
of student’s non-attendance at meeting.

Action: Student Records ensures withdrawal is recorded
on SITS.
When: As soon as CoS received.

Student appeals to
HoS by deadline via
Student Records &
Systems Manager

HoS upholds appeal
and allows student
to continue studies

Action: Student Records sends
out letter to confirm that
appeal has been upheld and
they may return to their studies.
When: Immediately upon
notification of appeal outcome
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Student does not
appeal

HoS rejects appeal
and confirms
withdrawal

Action: Student Records sends out
letter to confirm that appeal has
been rejected and they remain
withdrawn in accordance with para
3.8 of the CCF, and that the letter
constitutes their Completion of
Procedures letter.
When: Immediately upon
notification of appeal outcome

University for the Creative Arts

Quality Assurance and Enhancement
Appendix 3: International Year Regulations
APPENDIX 3: INTERNATIONAL YEAR REGULATIONS (PAGES 36/1-7)
Please see PDF version of CCF or POL-IYR-001-1801 document
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POL-IYR-001-1801
University for the Creative Arts

Quality Assurance and Enhancement
International Year Regulations [2018/19]

Pertains ONLY to students within the pilot for the School of Crafts and Design
in 2017/18
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POL-IYR-001-1801
University for the Creative Arts

Quality Assurance and Enhancement
International Year Regulations

Part I: What is an International Year?
1. Introduction
The Strategic Plan includes a commitment to enabling opportunities for students
to study and/or work abroad during their registration at UCA. The University
aspires to provide students with an international experience that prepares them
better for employment or further study and develops global perspectives and
awareness to enhance their employability.
The International Year takes place between the successful completion of Stage 2
[FHEQ Level 5] of an undergraduate Honours Degree and the commencement of
Stage 3 [FHEQ Level 6]. The International Year is credit rated, but does not
contribute to the award of BA or BSc.
International Year placements are not guaranteed as they are highly
competitive, with a limited number of places available. Places rely heavily on
demand from all partaking institutions, the quality of a student’s application
and on the student’s enthusiasm and commitment.

2. Where can I do an International Year?
The International Year enables students to undertake an additional year:
2.1.1.
2.1.2.
2.1.3.

as study at an overseas higher education institution [Study Placement], or
as work placement with an overseas employer [Work Placement], or
as a combination of Study and Work Placement.

Study Placement
Students may only undertake a period of study in partnership with another
higher education institution [the ‘host institution’]:
2.2.1.

licensed by the appropriate government body to deliver First Cycle
Degrees; and

2.2.2.

with whom a UCA approved contract exists for the operation of study
exchange

A register of eligible International Year host institutions is maintained by the
University and agreed by the associated Head of School.
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Work Placement
Students are responsible for finding and securing their overseas work
placements as per the principles of the University Placement Policy which can be
found on the University website: Placement Learning Policy.
Each party must have a clear understanding of their roles and responsibilities.
These must have been agreed by completing and signing the Placement
Learning Agreement prior to the commencement of the placement: Placement
Learning Agreement.

3. Do I have to pay a fee?
15% of the annual tuition fees will be payable by the student to the University
for the administration and assessment of the International Year.
Students are eligible to apply for the maximum 15% tuition fee loan and to
apply for maintenance support from Student Finance England.

Part II: How do I apply?
4. Application Process
The application process comprises of two tires. Applicants will be required to
apply internally to UCA. Upon approval, they will then be required to apply
separately to their allocated host institution and/or work placement provider
through that institution/provider’s application process.

5. Stage 1: Internal Application
The internal application window will be from January up until early March of the
preceding academic year.
Students must discuss any application for the International Year with their
Course Leader prior to making a formal application.
Eligibility:
5.3.1.

The scheme will be open to Home and EU applicants 1. International
students are not eligible due to Home Office Tier 4 visa regulations.

5.3.2.

Students must have achieved a minimum average mark of 55% from Stage 1
[FHEQ Level 4] of their studies in order to be eligible for the scheme. This
ensures that students are well-equipped to cope with the commitment,
rigors and standards of the International Year

Students who, subsequent to application, fail Stage 2 [FHEQ Level 5] of the
course will not be allowed to embark on the International Year.

1

Subject to visa requirements as Brexit implications unfold.
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Students must make an application via MyRecords ‘International Year
Application’ and provide an accompanying statement of suitability from their
Course Leader.
Students will have the option of a 1st and 2nd choice host institutions and must
submit a statement of interest via MyRecords on MyUCA. The University may
recommend a different host institution to a student depending upon demand,
suitability and availability.
Selection will take place on the basis of the student’s application and grade
profile and the Course Leader’s supporting statement. Occasionally a student
may also be asked to attend an interview.
Once an application has been submitted, the Head of School at UCA will
determine which students should be offered a place at each host institution.
The Study Abroad Coordinator will notify students of the final decisions of the
internal process and successful students will then be given details of the
allocated host institution and the associated application process. There will be a
deadline of 2 weeks for students to confirm their acceptance.

6. Stage 2: Study Placement - Host Institution Application Process
Students should be aware that the start and end of academic years at host
institutions may vary.
The host institution may have its own separate eligibility requirements,
application processes and timescales. Final acceptance resides with the host
institution.
Host institution timescales for application and notification of decisions will
depend upon their academic year and admissions process. Host institutions will
notify the student and UCA directly of the outcome of an application.

7. Stage 2: Work Placement – Placement Provider Application Process
Work placements are the responsibility of the student to secure in advance of
their departure. Students are responsible for completing the placement learning
risk assessment as part of this process which can be down loaded from the
University website: Placement Learning Risk Assessment Form.
The placement provider may have its own separate eligibility requirements,
application process and timescales. Final acceptance resides with the provider.
Placement provider timescales for application and notification of decision will
depend upon their specific circumstances and admissions processes. Placement
providers will notify the student and UCA directly of the outcome of an
application.
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8. Learning Agreement
A learning agreement will be drafted by the UCA Course Leader (in discussion
with the Study Abroad Coordinator) for outgoing International Year students
following the successful student application and confirmation process. This will
ensure that all parties have a clear understanding of their roles and
responsibilities prior to the commencement of the placement. The learning
agreement will include:
a) name of host institution/placement provider;
b) duration of agreement;
c) UCA credit rated units that are being undertaken (study and/or work
placement);
d) any host institution units to be undertaken and/or the nature of work for
placement;
e) conditions of success;
f) outcome (transcript details and certificate);
g) student responsibilities in terms of Health & Safety insurances; and
h) any additional Erasmus requirements.
Any change to a student’s programme of study after the learning agreement has
been finalised must be discussed and approved by the Head of School in
discussion with the Course Leader. If approved, this will be reflected in a new
learning agreement that must follow the above principles.

Part III: Assessment and Progression
9. How will I be assessed?
Outgoing International Year students must study on two of the four available
UCA validated and credit rated Placement Units. This provides them with three
potential models for the International Year:
9.1.1.

One year fill-time study [equivalent to approximately 60 ECTS] within an
overseas institution, whereupon a student will study on host institution
credit as negotiated with the host institution. The student will also be
registered on 2 x 60 UCA credit rated Study Placement units.

9.1.2.

Up to 12 months full-time employment at one or more overseas workplace
providers on a programme of employment negotiated with the placement
provider. The student will also be registered on 2 x 60 UCA credit rated
Work Placement units.

9.1.3.

A split period of study:
i.

ii.

up to six months full-time study at a host institution [equivalent to
approximately 30 ECTS credits]. The student will also be registered on 1
x 60 UCA credit Study Placement unit; and
up to six months full-time employment at an overseas workplace
provider. The student will also be registered on the 1 x 60 UCA credit
rated Work Placement unit.
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Each UCA credit rated unit will be assessed by portfolio and presentation upon
completion of the International Year. Students will be required to present their
submissions of work as per the defined unit descriptors by the required unit
deadline in September upon their return from overseas.
The UCA credits will be awarded on the basis of the Common Credit Framework
with the following exceptions:
9.3.1.
9.3.2.
9.3.3.

No grade will be awarded. The units will be marked as pass/fail only.
No reassessment opportunities will be permitted.
Credits awarded will not contribute to progression or award classification.

The associated UCA units and pass/fail grade will be evidenced upon the
student transcript. If 120 Level 5 UCA International Year credits are passed, the
degree will be awarded ‘with international Year’.
Students on a Study Placement
Additionally, for students on a study placement, the following will apply:
9.5.1.
9.5.2.

9.5.3.

9.5.4.

Students will simultaneously study credits at the host institution and be
registered on the UCA credits.
Assessment that contributes to these host institution credits will be carried
out under the host institution’s assessment regulations. This will define
reassessment attempts and consideration of mitigating circumstances
where those are permissible within the host institution’s regulations and
practical within the timeframe of the exchange period.
The process for assessment of host institution credits is completely
separate from the process for assessment of UCA credits. Achievement or
failure of credit at the host institution will not affect the achievement of
UCA credits. However, work submitted for assessment by a host institution
may be submitted as part of the portfolio assessed for UCA credit upon the
student’s return.
Host institution credits do not count towards the award ‘with International
Year’. They do, however, provide evidence of engagement with the
placement. A transcript of marks obtained by the student at the host
institution will be provided to students within the timescales determined by
the host institution.

10. Progression
Decisions for progression to Stage 3 [FHEQ Level 6] of the student’s
undergraduate degree programme, will take place at the Board of Examiners
prior to a student embarking on the International Year. Students who fail Stage 2
[FHEQ Level 5] of the course will not be allowed to embark on the International
Year.
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Part IV: Further information
11. Student information and support
The University will work to ensure that students undertaking an International
Year are supplied with relevant and timely information, support and guidance
prior to, during and after the International Year.

12. Disciplinary Related Procedures.
Students are subject to the disciplinary procedures of the host
institution/placement provider in respect of their conduct while they are abroad.
They also remain subject to the UCA Rules of Student Conduct which may be
invoked if no action has been taken locally, or if referred to UCA by the host
institution/placement provider.

13. How do I make a complaint?
Students who wish to raise a complaint about their experience whilst on
International Year are subject to the host institution/ placement provider’s
complaints policy and should raise any issues locally in the first instance with
their host institution or placement provider and retain evidence of any local
resolution attempt. The student must inform UCA’s Study Abroad Coordinator of
the complaint and outcome.
A student who wishes to make a complaint about the UCA application or
assessment process may do so using the applicable UCA Student Complaints
Policy or Academic Appeals Regulations.
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